


Egg
How does a salmon start its life? (as an egg) Where do we 
find salmon eggs? (in a stream) Can you see the black dots or 
eyes on the eggs? These eggs have been protected in the 
gravel nest or Redd over the winter (4-6 months) and start to 
hatch in the spring.

What do you think these eyed-eggs will hatch into?
(an alevin, next card)





Alevin
What do you notice about this alevin? Do you see the big 
orange tummy? This is called a yolk sac, it is like a little lunch 
box. The alevin will stay in the protective gravel and feed off 
of their yolk sac for about 4-6 weeks. They will grow bigger 
and develop their fins.





Fry and Smolt
You can see that the yolk sac is gone and this looks like a baby fish 
with gills. This fry can swim around now.

Do you see the dark marks on the sides, these are called Parr marks 
and they are a way to tell between different kinds of salmon. What do 
you think fry like to eat? (insect larvae)
What animals eat salmon fry? (bigger fish, birds like
Kingfishers, Herons, Mergansers, etc.)

As the fry gets bigger it changes to become a smolt. A smolt needs 
more food. Where do bigger salmon or smolts go?
(migrate down streams and rivers to the ocean) They spend time in the 
estuary (mix of salt and freshwater) to change their bodies





Adult Salmon 
As an adult salmon they spend 1 - 7 years in the ocean 
depending on what kind of salmon they are. They will swim 
far distances (all the way up to Alaska). What do they eat 
now? (zooplankton and smaller fish) What animals eat adult 
salmon? (Orcas, seals, bigger fish, humans)

If this was a Sockeye salmon they would spend 3 years in the 
ocean and then they would start to migrate back to their 
home stream. Why would they go back to the stream?
(to spawn, lay their eggs)





Spawner
Salmon return back to their exact place where they were 
born! Spawning salmon change their bodies (see red and 
green head). The female digs a nest in the gravel (Redd) with 
her tail. (ask children to pretend this) Then the male deposits 
the fertilizer (milt). Then the female buries the eggs in the 
gravel with her tail. After the salmon finish spawning what 
happens to them? (they die and become food for other
animals (bears, eagles, and nutrients or fertilizer for trees) 
Over 130 different animals feed off of salmon throughout
the life cycle.


